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Why Smart
by Silent Gliss?
Whether at home or at work, Smart technology connects
products and services such as lighting, heating and audio.
Complete the picture by integrating Smart by Silent Gliss –
transforming your curtains and blinds into intelligent devices.

COMFORT

Avoid excessive glare by allowing the
control system to open and close
the blinds according to the level of
sunlight throughout the day.
FLEXIBILITY

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

SECURITY

AMBIANCE

Schedule your curtains to open and
close at particular times of the day
with the option to adjust them at any
point.

On warm days your blinds can close
automatically to help avoid overheating,
or on cooler days to prevent heat loss.

Whether on holiday or at work, your
window treatments can move automatically giving the impression you’re
home.

Pre-programmed scenes move your
blinds and curtains to create the
perfect atmosphere.

CONVENIENCE

Operate your window shading from
the same devices that control your
lights, heating and audio.

Seamless two-way
integration
Smart by Silent Gliss is an open system designed to integrate with
leading Building Management Systems (BMS). It allows customers
to choose our products in the knowledge they will integrate flawlessly with all major home control systems.
Built in, full two-way communication ensures the most complex
settings, including scenes, bottom bar alignment and up-synchronisation are possible.

Silent Gliss systems are compatible with:

Smart by Silent Gliss –
set your perfect scene

Pre-programmed scenes move your blinds and curtains to
create the perfect atmosphere in your home whether it’s
movie, meal or party time!
Specific scenes can be pre-programmed so at the push of
a button the blinds will adjust their position, along with the
lighting and audio system settings to create the perfect
environment.

Silent Gliss – the ideal
motorisation solution
for any room
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior window
treatment systems. Our cutting-edge technology and daily commitment
to precision enable us to develop and manufacture bespoke systems for
the world’s quietest, smoothest gliding curtains and blinds. Together with
Smart by Silent Gliss, our systems offer maximum ease of use.

CURTAIN TRACKS

ROLLER BLINDS

ROMAN BLINDS

DIM-OUT BLINDS

PANEL GLIDE

COMBINED SHADING

With over half a century of experience
with electric curtain tracks we have the
widest, most efficient and reliable range.

Efficient and quiet. Silent Gliss motorised roller blinds feature virtually silent
operation.
—— Two-way communication ensures
perfect alignment of bottom bars
when the blinds are moving.
—— Unique up-synchronisation allows
blinds of different drops to work
together.

Dim-out blind systems are ideal for
domestic or commercial use in conference and AV rooms, medical areas
and bedrooms and offer total room
darkening.

—— For a soft room atmosphere
through various fabrics.
—— All styles of roman blinds, including
soft and hard fold are possible.

—— The fabric is ‘zipped’ into side
profiles.
—— Profiles are fixed directly to the
wall or ceiling to eliminate light
transmission.

The concept of sliding panels originated in Japanese cultural traditions.
In the 1970’s Silent Gliss was the first
company to successfully adapt this
idea for a new, high-quality window
treatment solution.

Silent Gliss curtain tracks and blinds
can be used together to:

—— Quiet, fast and powerful.
—— Perfect for hard-to-reach, large or
heavy curtains.
—— Features ‘Touch & Go’ where a slight
fabric pull will start the curtains
moving.
—— Wave Curtain Heading – for
continuous ‘wave’ effect no matter
whether the curtains are closed or
open.

Roman blinds are an elegant window
treatment which combines this classic
look with our high quality components
to deliver systems that operate effortlessly.

—— Connected panels are perfect for
today’s extensive glazed areas.
—— Panels can be easily removed for
washing or replacing.

—— Provide the balance between
shading and decoration.
—— Offer shading whilst maximising
the view.
—— Accommodate different uses of a
room.

Technical summary –
smart shading systems
MOTORISED SYSTEM

SYSTEM REFERENCE

USEFUL INFORMATION

Curtain track

—— Max width: 25m
—— Max weight: 65kg
—— Can be bent to 25cm (with recess profile to 50cm)
—— ‘Touch & Go’ feature

Roller blind

—— Max width: 2.4m
—— Max drop: 4m
—— Max area: 9.6m²

Roller blind

—— Max width: single 3.4m / linked 6.8m
—— Max drop: 5m
—— Max area: single 17m² / linked 34m²

Roller blind

—— Max width: 5m
—— Max drop: 12m
—— Max area: 36m²

Roman blind

—— Max width: 6m
—— Max drop: 6m
—— Max weight: 15kg

Dim-out blind

—— Max width: 1.6m
—— Max drop: 1.6m
—— Max area: 2.5m²

Dim-out blind

—— Max width: 2.2m
—— Max drop: 2.4m
—— Max area: 5.3m²

Dim-out blind

—— Max width: 3m
—— Max drop: 3m
—— Max area: 9m²

Panel glide

—— Max width: 6m
—— Max drop: 4m
—— Uses SG 5600 electric curtain track

Metropole

—— Max width: 6m
—— Max weight: 45kg
—— Cannot be bent
—— Uses SG 5600 electric curtain track

SG 5600
SG 4960
SG 4970

Fabrics – much more
than decoration

SG 4880
SG 2350

The Silent Gliss Collection sets itself apart by considering both the fabric’s
texture and technical features. We offer a wide range of fabrics, styles and
colours that balance function and design across all of our window treatment
systems.

SG 4760

We include fabrics with special functions, acoustic performance, superior
light management and environmental considerations. All of our fabrics are
flame retardant and have been extensively tested on our systems to ensure
consistent hanging behaviour. With such a wide choice, you can be sure to
find the perfect fabric for your needs.

SG 4770
SG 4780
SG 2700
SG 6150

Over 40 colours are available
for Colorama 1 and 2

Dimout fabrics for
room darkening

15 screen fabrics for heat,
light and glare control

Fabrics made from 100%
recycled PET bottles

Assembled in the UK, Silent Gliss products are supported
by an in-house technical team. Our hardware is backed by
a 5 year warranty, fabrics are subject to supplier warranties
which are available on request.

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatment systems.
With cutting edge technology and a relentless commitment to
precision, we develop and manufacture the world’s quietest,
smoothest-gliding curtains and blinds.

Silent Gliss Ltd.
Pyramid Business Park
Poorhole Lane, Broadstairs
Kent CT10 2PT
United Kingdom
T +44 1843 863571
F +44 1843 864503
info@silentgliss.co.uk
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Driven by our customers’ needs, Silent Gliss provides bespoke
curtain and blind systems complemented by expert technical
advice, installation and support services. Silent Gliss stands for
innovative solutions, exceptional design and outstanding quality.
Swiss engineered since 1952.

